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RUSIMOVICI NEGOSLAV RAICO - Development and
modernisation of a vegetable farm [1]
Keywords:
Agriculture, Competitiveness, Direct marketing, Entrepreneurship, Farm
restructuring/modernisation
Countries:
Roumanie

Turning a subsistence family farm into a dynamic agri-business through modernization and adoption
of aﬀordable new equipment.

Mértola Com Gosto

[2]

Keywords:
Demography, Food & Drink, Local food, Sustainability, Tourism
Countries:
Portugal

An integrated municipal strategy to build a sustainable development model for the local economy
based on the agri-food identity of the territory.

Construction of a multisport ﬁeld at Plenita Village

[3]

Keywords:
Job creation, Local Development Strategy, Rural services, Youth
Countries:
Roumanie

A small community invested in creating a multifunctional sports ﬁeld to stimulate growth and increase
the attractiveness of the area.

Facilitation and production of artistic work for gender
equality [4]
Keywords:
Education & lifelong learning, LEADER/CLLD, Social inclusion, Youth
Countries:
France

LEADER support for an arts in education project that promotes gender quality among school children
in rural areas.

Setting up a traditional bakery on a farm

[5]

Keywords:
Added value, Local food, Rural business
Countries:
France

A young female farmer used RDP support to set up a traditional backing oven and start selling organic
bread in the local area.

Setting up an ultra-modern greenhouse that uses renewable
energy for heating [6]
Keywords:
Competitiveness, Direct marketing, Farm restructuring/modernisation, Job creation, Renewable
energy, Short supply chains & local markets
Countries:
Roumanie

Setting up a state-of-the-art greenhouse for hydroponic production of tomatoes using renewable
energy sources for heating.

3.EVA - Experimenting and Initiating Together in the Aude
Valley [7]
Keywords:
LEADER/CLLD, Local food, Rural SMEs, Short supply chains & local markets
Countries:
France

RDP funding helped improve a meat supply chain in Aude, France, boosting breeders’ income.

Expanding the distribution of bakery products

[8]

Keywords:
Local food, Rural SMEs, Short supply chains & local markets
Countries:
Roumanie

A company producing bread and pastry products used EAFRD support to expand its processing and
storage capacity as well as its distribution network.

Reinforcing rural and urban relations

[9]

Keywords:
Direct marketing, Inter-territorial/Transnational cooperation, Short supply chains & local
markets
Countries:
France, Portugal

Transnational cooperation between a French and Portuguese LAG on the topic of urban-rural relations
has resulted in mutual learning about new ways to improve the scope and eﬀectiveness of short
supply-chains for local food.

Label ‘Pays Gourmand’ – promoting French local restaurants
[10]

Keywords:
Information & promotion activities, LEADER/CLLD, Local food
Countries:
France

A French region developed its own brand that capitalises on its culinary tradition, as well as the
diversity and quality of its local produce.
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